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Abstract-The dissolution-reprecipitation reaction of phosgenite (Pb2CI2C03) to cerussite (PbC03) has been 
observed in situ in a fluid cell of an atomic force microscope (AFM). The (00 I) face of phosgenite, in contact 
with static carbonated aqueous solutions, rapidly begins to dissolve. AFM observations show that dissolution 
occurs by generation and spread of square-shaped etch pits with sides parallel to (I 10) directions. The 
dissolution of the (110) steps is isotropic and the etch pits therefore remain square shaped during the 
dissolution process, as dictated by the existence of a fourfold axis perpendicular to the phosgenite (00 I) face. 
Two types of (110) etch pits were found: short-lived shallow pits, of one unit cell depth (8.8 A), and deep pits, 
which rapidly reach depths between 10 and 60 nrn. A few minutes after the dissolution begins, only the deep 
pits remain and subsequent dissolution of the phosgenite (001) surface proceeds by increasing their width and 
depth. The increase of Pb

2
+ and CO�- concentration in the aqueous solution as a consequence of the 

dissolution sharply increases the supersaturation for PbC03. As a result, after a certain incubation time, 
cerussite crystals nucleate on the phosgenite (001) surface and a coupled process of dissolution-crystallisation 
starts. Cerussite crystals, which grow by a spiral-growth mechanism, distort the concentration field around 
them. As a consequence, phosgenite dissolution is accelerated in the proximity of such growing cerussite 
individuals and both the fonnation of new deep etch pits and the development of irregular dissolution fronts 
are observed. Further phosgenite dissolution leads to an increase of cerussite nucleation and growth rates, in 
such a way that this dissolution-crystallisation phenomenon can be considered as an autocatalytic 
process. 

1. 1NTRODUCTION 

The transformation of one solid mineral phase to another 
characterizes many geological processes in which changing 
physical and chemical conditions lead to the destabilization of 
one phase and the growth of another. Such transformations may 
occur in the solid state by a structural rearrangement, or alter
natively may involve the dissolution of one phase and the 
precipitation of the other. During diagenesis and metamor
phism the latter process is generally thought to be dominant, 
and the role of the intergranular fluids is of fundamental im
portance. Although the mechanism and kinetics of solid state 
transformations have been studied for many years, solution
precipitation reactions are experimentally more difficult to con
strain. When there is a change in chemical composition in
volved the components may be exchanged across a thin layer of 
interstitial fluid, as in the replacement reactions so common in 
metamorphism, e.g., phyllosilicates replacing amphiboles and 
pyroxenes. The kinetics of such reactions will depend on both 
the rate of dissolution of the reactant phase and the rate of 
growth of the product, although it is unlikely that these two 
rates can be treated independently when considering the overall 
rate, especially if nucleation of the product takes place on the 
surface of the reactant. The coupling between dissolution and 
reprecipitation rates has been considered in cases of pseudo
morphic replacement (Nahon and Merino, 1997; Merino and 
Dewers, 1998) where it was concluded that intergranular stress 
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generated by the growth of the product phase can regulate 
reaction rates. Coupling has also been considered for cases of 
dissolution-diffusion-crystallisation processes (Fisher and La
saga, 1981) where stress was not considered is a controlling 
factor. In this paper we describe an experimental dissolution 
reprecipitation reaction in free fluid, in the absence of signifi
cant stress and without restricted diffusion paths. 

The rates of dissolution and crystal growth of many water
soluble phases can be observed at a molecular scale in situ 
using atomic force microscopy AFM (Hi liner et aI., 1992; 
Bosbach et aI., 1998), and so this technique should also be 
applicable for observing the mechanisms of dissolution-repre
cipitation reactions. To investigate this possibility we chose the 
transfonnation of phosgenite (Pb2CI2C03) to cerussite 
(PbC03) in the presence of an aqueous fluid. This reaction 
proceeds at a measurable rate, and is also geochemically rele
vant. Interest in the aqueous geochemistry of lead has increased 
considerably in the last decades as a consequence of the po
tential toxic hazard of this material, and its occurrence in 
natural waters and soils (Hem, 1976; Srether et aI., 1988). 
These studies usually deal with thermodynamic calculations on 
the behaviour of lead in aqueous media (aqueous lead com
plexes, reaction pathways, interactions with organic matter in 
the soil, etc.). However, studies on the microscopic mecha
nisms which determine the dissolution kinetics of lead minerals 
are scarce. 

In natural processes lead can be dissolved from primary 
minerals and transported in solution over considerable dis
tances, or incorporated into secondary minerals. Phosgenite and 



Table 1. The initial concentrations of Na2C03 and the initial pH of the aqueous solutions used in the experiments. 

Dissolving solution: Initial Initial pH of the Dissolved phosgenite at pH at cerussite j3_slopea at cerussite 
concentration Na2C03 (pmoliL) dissolving solution cerussite saturation (pmoliL) saturation saturation (pmollL -1) 

0.0 5.7 8.87 6.83 0.181 
6.0 6.4 5.60 6.89 0.187 

10.0 6.7 4.20 6.93 0.220 
25.0 7.1 1.56 7.11 0.478 

a Slope of the curve that represents the cerussite supersaturation as a function of the dissolved phosgenite. 

cerussite are supergene minerals formed by the action of me
teoric waters on primary lead minerals, mainly galena. The 
transformation of phosgenite into cerussite is a common phe
nomenon, frequently observed in such secondary lead deposits. 
The relative stability of phosgenite and cerussite, and hence the 
conditions for the development of such a transformation, de
pends dramatically on the pH in the medium (Edwards et al., 
1992). Although the specific value depends on the whole chem
istry of the system, in general at a pH higher than �4.5 an 
aqueous solution saturated with respect to phosgenite is highly 
supersaturated with respect to cerussite, which means that 
phosgenite is unstable in this pH range. Soil waters generally 
have pH values as low as 4 or 5 but after percolation through 
carbonate rocks meteoric waters, previously charged with ox
ygen from the atmosphere, can dissolve significant amounts of 
carbonate ions and increase their pH. By reaction with these 
waters, primary lead minerals can directly oxidise to the rela
tively insoluble cerussite (Park and MacDiannid, 1970). How
ever, when the oxidation process occurs at a low pH, in aque
ous chloride media, a considerable number of lead chlorides 
and double salts can crystallise. Phosgenite is one of the min
erals that commonly forms under such conditions (Abdul
Samad et al., 1982). In most cases, a subsequent phosgenite
cerussite transformation can be observed. The geological 
evidence for these processes is convincing in cerussite ores, 
where cores of primary lead minerals (galena) are rimmed with 
cerussite and epitactic relationships between phosgenite and 
cerussite have been described (Lattanzi and Tanelli, 1978; Von 
Vultee, 1950). 

Crystal growth experiments carried out in a silica gel me
dium (Pina et al., 1996) indicate that the phosgenite-cerussite 
transformation occurs by a solution-precipitation reaction. In 
the chemical literature such transformations have also been 
referred to as solvent-mediated recrystallisation processes 
(Cardew and Davey, 1985). The existence of a thin film of 
solution between both phases allows the dissolution of phos
genite simultaneously with the growth of an oriented aggregate 
of cerussite crystals. 

In this paper we describe an in situ AFM study of the 
phosgenite-cerussite transformation in aqueous media and re
late the observations to thermodynamic calculations of the 
physico-chemical evolution (concentration of aqueous species 
and saturation states for the lead solid phases) of the aqueous 
solution during the phosgenite dissolution process. Microtopo
graphic AFM observations of phosgenite (001) faces during 
this transformation provide information about the mechanism 
of the solvent-mediated dissolution-recrystallisation process at 
a molecular scale. In addition, monitoring of the development 
of the transformation in real time allows kinetic data to be 

obtained of both phosgenite dissolution and cerussite nucle
ation. This is the first time, to the authors' knowledge, that a 
dissolution-crystallisation process has been followed by AFM. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In situ phosgenite-cerussite transformation AFM experiments were 
carried out at 25C in a commercially available fluid cell of a Digital 
Instrument Multimode apparatus. All the AFM images were taken in 
constant force mode while displaying both height and deflection signals 
of the cantilever. The samples used as a substrate were optically clear 
natural phosgenite crystals from the Toussit mine, Oiujda (Morocco). 
Phosgenite specimens (� 5 mm

3
) were freshly cleaved on (001) before 

each experiment and mounted in the fluid cell of the AFM. In order to 
promote the dissolution-transformation process of phosgenite into 
cerussite, phosgenite (001) faces were exposed to both pure water and 
Na2C03 aqueous solutions (static solutions in the fluid cell with no flow 
through the system). The volume of fluid in the cell is �50 pL The 
initial p H  of the system was set by using different concentrations of 
Na2C03 in the aqueous solution. Table 1 shows the initial concentra
tions of Na2C03 and the initial pH of the aqueous solutions used in 
these experiments. In all cases de-ionized water and reagent-grade 
(Merck) chemicals were used. The solutions were prepared at atmo
spheric pC02. 

After the transformation experiments, crystals were removed from 
the AFM fluid cell. X-ray diffraction of the surface in a Phillips 
PW-I050 diffractometer using monochromatic Cu Kc.; radiation con
firmed it as a mixture of phosgenite and cerussite. 

3. AFM OBSERVATIONS 

3.1. Microtopography of Phosgenite (001) Surfaces 

Phosgenite crystals (space group:P4Imbm; a = b = 8.160 
A and c � 8.883 A; Giuseppetti and Tadini, 1974) have a 
relatively good cleavage on (001). Freshly cleaved phosgenite 
(001) faces observed by AFM show atomically flat terraces and 
a number of monomolecular steps running along different 
crystallographic directions. The most numerous steps observed 
are parallel to (110) and (100), Other step directions (e.g., (120) 
and (nO» can be also found. Orientation of cleavage steps and 
step density are controlled by the distribution of (110) chains of 
Pb-(C1,C03)-Pb bonds (PBCs) (Pina et al., 1996) within the 
slice dool and also by the velocity of propagation of the cleav
age front. The dependence of the surface topography of a 
cleaved surface on the cleavage velocity has also been noted by 
Ovemey et al. (1992). Frequently, cleavage surfaces also show 
one-unit-cell deep square pits, whose shape is defined by edges 
parallel to (110) directions. These are flat-bottomed pits and 
their existence may be related to the presence of point defects 
and/or inclusions in the original crystal (Sangwal et al. 1977). 
Both the different orientation of the cleavage steps and the 
distribution of the square pits on the surface can result in very 
complex microtopography. In addition, phosgenite (001) 
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Fig. 1 Ca) Atomic focce microsccpe image of a freshly cleaved (001) 
surface of phosgenite. The image was takEn in comtant focce mode 
while displaying the cantilever height signal. The scan area was 6 X 6 
/JnP Mmomolecular oteps parallel to (lOO) and square pits bcund by 
(110) can be observed. cp) Frofile almg the indicated a-b line in Ca) 
showing two steps of 8.8 A height and me pit one llllit cell deep (88 
A) 

cleaved faces exhibit a relatively high reactivity to the atmo
spheric humidity. Atomic focce microscope images frequently 
reveal signs of slight dissolution on the terraces and step edges 
a few minutes after the cleavage process. Such slight rearrange
ment of the phosgenite (001) slIIfaces demoostrates their un
stable nature llllder atmospheric conditions. Similar observa
tioos relating to the mobility of calcite smfaces in air have also 
been made by stipp et al. (1996». 

Figure la shows a typical phosgenite (001) cleavage smface 
with two [100] steps and (110) bounded pits. In Fig. 1b a 
sectioo profile taken perpendicular to the [100] steps is shown. 
The height of the cleavage steps and the depth of the square
shaped pits are both 8.8 A, i.e., the height of one llllit cell. 

3.2. Phosgenitt Dissolntion 

Phosgenite (001) surfaces in contact with pure water oc 
Na2C03 solutioos rapidy begin to dissolve. Dissolution essen
tially occurs by generation and widening of etch pits on the flat 
terraces. From the vel)' begiIming of the process, two different 
types of pits can be distinguished on the sllIface: shallow pits 
and deep pits. The shallow pits are ooe oc two llllit-cells deep 
and may be related to point defects 00 the smface. The deep 
pits rapidy reach depths between 10 and 60 nm and may be 

associated with the emergence of dislocations. The relation 
between the shape of etch pits and the inclination of disloca
tions with respect to the dissolving surface have been exten
sively described by Sangwal, (1987). In the case of screw 
dislocations the cOImecting line between the base of a pyrami
dal pit and its apex is always tangent to the dislocation line. 
Coosequently, synunetrical pits correspood to dislocations per
pendicular to the dissolving smface, while asynunetrical pits 
indicate that dislocatioos are oblique with respect to the sur
face. All the deep etch pits observed on phosgenite (001) faces 
exhibit a symmetrical pyramidal shape, suggesting that they are 
related to screw dislocatioos perpendicular to that surface, i.e., 
dislocation lines nmning aloog [001]. 

In the initial stages of dissolution, the microtopography of 
the smface is characterised by a high density of shallow pits 
(-10 pm-") and a low density of deep pits (-0.5 pm-"). Both 
show the characteristic square shape with sides parallel to (110) 
directions described in Sect. 3.1. The shape and orientation of 
etch pits are consistent with the existence of a fomfold axis 
perpendicular to the phosgenite (001) face. The widening of 
these pits and their mocphology is cootrolled by the retreat of 
(no> monomolecular steps. Since such steps are equivalent 
cl)'stallographically, the step retreat is isotrqlic and the etch 
pits maintain the initial square shape during the whole disso
lution process. However, shallow pits and deep pits exhibit a 
veI)' different widening behavionr. Figure 2a shows an AFM 
image of a (001) phosgenite face where the two types of square 
pits can be clearly distinguished The image was taken 2 min 
after injecting a carbonated aqueous solution. Figure 2b shows 
an image of the same area taken 1 min later. A comparison of 
both images shows that the shallow monolayer pits are short 
lived and rapidly disappear as a result of their rapid widening 
and coalescence. In tenns of the whole cissolution process, the 
dissolution of the suIface monolayers represents a rapid, but 
transient phenomenon. On the cootnuy, the number of original 
deep pits remains approximately constant and after a few 
minutes they will constitute the ooly pennanent feature on the 
phosgenite smface. Subsequent dissolution proceeds by widen
ing and deepening of the deep pits, leading to the development 
of a steady tlrree-dimensiooal microtqlOgraphy. The retreat 
velocity foc (no> steps that bolllld the deep etch pits is con
sistently aronnd 1.3 nm S-l. It is worth noting that even though 
the initially cleaved (001) faces show a high variability in the 
orientatiou and density of steps, ooly the dissolutioo of the deep 
etch pits by the retreat of (no> steps is kinetically relevant to 
the dissolution 00 such a face. However, it is clear that the 
whole dissolution fKocess of phosgenite crystals will be con
trolled by the cootribution of the dissolutioo of all morphologi
caly important faces (i.e., (001), (100), and (110» and espe
cially of the Cl)'stal edges and cocners. 

The dissolutioo of the phosgenite (001) face, with the foc
matioo of two types of etch pits, is similar to that reported by 
Liang et al. (1996) for the (1014) cleavage plane of calcite. In 
both cases the persistence of the deep etch pits some minutes 
after the sutface is exposed to the solution, and the dissolutioo 
by retreat of single layer steps, is obseIVed However, the 
different symmelly of phosgenite (001) and calcite {1014} 
smfaces is reflected in differences in the geometry, orientation, 
and development of the pits. Therefore, while the ocientatioo of 
the c-glide with respect to the (1014) face in calcite imposes a 



a) 

b) 

Fig. 2. Atcmic force microscope images of the phosgenite (001) 
surface taken 1 min apart after exposure to a carbonated solutim (initial 
cmditims pH = 71; a(CO�-) = 2.67 X 10-" moVL) Both images 
were taken in cmotant focce mode while displaying the cantilever 
deflection signal (scan area 4 X 4 JJ.ffi") Bcth shallow and deep square 
etch pits can be oosC1'Ved. A ccmparism of the images dffiloomtes the 
different growth rates of the two types of etch pits 

highly anisotropic dissolution with two well differentiated re
treating velocities of the steps, the presence of a fomfold axis 
perpendicular to the phosgenite (001) detennines the fonnation 
of (no> pits, whose bolllldaries retreat isotropically. Both the 
orientation and growth of the etch pits are consistent with the 
existence of symmetrically equivalent Pb--(CI, C03)-Pb chains 
along (110 > in the phosgenite structure. 

In the range of pHs and Na2C03 concentrations of the initial 
solutions used in this work, no significant differences in these 
microtopographic dissolution features have been observed. 
However, as described in Section 3.3., the pH of the initial 
solution does coo-elate with the nucleation density of cerussite 
and on subsequent dissolution phenomena near the nucleating 
cerussite indivichials. 

3.3. Ctrussitt Crystallisation 

SOIlle time after injecting the aqueons phase, cerussite crys
tals begin to nucleate on the phosgenite (001) surface. Cemssite 
nucleation occurs preferentially on specific sites on the phos
genite sutface, notably on step edges. Althongh an accurate 
value of nucleation rate is difficult to obtain, AFM measure
ments of the nucleation density allow an indirect estimate to be 
made. Nucleation density seems to coo-elate with the initial pH 
(and Na2C03 concentration) of the aqueous solution, increasing 
as the initial pH increases. Typical values range between 0.01 
nuclei/ pm

2 
(pure water at atmospheric pC02, pH5.7) and 0.03 

nUclei/pm
2 

(Na2C03 solution, 25 pmoliL, pH 7.1). 
Cerussite crystals exhibit a pseudohexagonal tabular habit. 

GoniOllletric measurements carned out on the AFM images 
indicate that cemssite morphology is defined by {OlO} as the 
main fonn, with {nO} and {lOO} as secondary focms (Franke 
et al., 1981). The ocientation of the cemssite crystals on the 
phosgenite suIface appears to be random. Figure 3 shows a 
cerussite crystal on the phosgenite (001) face. As can be ob
setVed from the smface tC¥lgraphy, the (OlO) face of the 
cerussite crystal grows according to a spiral growth mecha
nism. A number of spirals contribute to the fonnation of the 
face. The rotmded shape of the spirals and the wavy edges of 
the steps indicate that the supersaturation in the growth medium 
with respect to cemssite is relatively high. 

The most notable feature associated with the nucleation of 
cerussite is the maIked change in the topography of the sur
rOllllding phosgenite surface. Phosgenite dissolution is acceler
ated arotmd the growing crystals and the rate of cemssite 
growth in turn increases. New etch pits open in the phosgenite 
and rapicUy expand and deepen. This phenOlllenon can be 
obseIVed by cOlllparing Fignres 2 and 3. Figures 3a and 3b, 
taken 3.4 min apart, also show the development of irregular 
dissolution fronts. The rate of expansion of the etch pits is 
around 4.3 nm S-l, three times faster than the average retreat 
velocity foc the (llO> steps chiring dissolution in absence of 
cerussite. The area of influence of the growing crystals on the 
retreat velocity of the steps has a radius of about 2 pm around 
each indivichial. As the dissolution rate increases, the size of the 
cerussite crystals increases as does their area of influence. 

4. EVOLUTION OF SUPERSATURATION DURING THE 
DISSOLUTION-PRECIPITATION PROCESS 

Phosgenite dissolution results in the enrichment ofPbH and 
CO�- in the aqueous solution surrotmding the phosgenite sur
face. This, together with the veI)' low solubility prochict of 

PbC03 (K,p = 10-1
3

1
3 

at 25C; Nasanen et al., 1961), results 
in a sharp increase of the supersaturation of the solution with 
respect to cemssite. As a result, some time after the phosgenite 
has been dissolving, the critical supersaturation foc cemssite is 
reached for cerussite crystals nucleating on the (001) phosgen
ite smface. 

To better tmderstand this behaviour, we calculate the satu
ration state foc cerussite and phosgenite and the pH was cal
culated as a function of the amotmt of dissolved phosgenite. 
The saturation state was computed according to the expression: 
/3 = IIaJ;/K"" where IIaJ; is the ionic activity prochict, V; is 
the &oichiOllletric number of ion i in the solid formula, and K", 
is the thennodynamic solubility product (lO -1

3
.1

3 
foc cemssite 



a) 

b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Tabular cerussite crystal on a dissolving phosgenite (001 ) 
surface. (b) The same area 3.4 min later. Initial conditions of the 
solution: pH = 6.4; a(CO�-) = 1.61 X 10-9 mol/L. The rapidly 
retreating irregular dissolution front around the cerussite crystal is 
indicated by the an·ows. Both AFM images are deflection images (scan 
area: 12 X 12 fLm2). 
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and 10-19.81 for phosgenite). For {3 = 1 the solution is at 
saturation, whereas for {3 < 1 or {3 > 1 the solution is under
saturated or supersaturated, respectively, relative to the corre
sponding solid phase. 

As shown in supersaturation expression an estimate of the 
saturation state for cerussite and phosgenite requires the activ
ities of the aqueous ions Pb

2
+, CO;, and Cl- to be known. To 

determine these activities a suitable speciation model must be 
used to compute the concentration of the main aqueous species 
(free ions and ionic associations), the solution ionic strength, 
and the activity coefficients. The calculation involves the use of 
the extended Debye-Hiickel formula, and has been extensively 
described in the literature (see for instance Truesdel and lones, 
1974). Here the following species (charged and uncharged) 
have been considered: H+, OH-, CO;, HCO;-, H2CO�, CI-, 
Na+, NaOHo, NaCO;-, NaHCO�, Pb

2
+, PbCO�, Pb(C03);, 

PbOH+, Pb(OH)�, Pb(OH);-, Pb20H
3
-, Pb3(OH);, 

PbiOH):-, Pb6(OH):-, PbCl +, PbClg, PbCl;-, and PbCl;. 
Thermodynamic data for the different species were taken from 
Hem (1976), Wagman et al. (1982), Smith and Martell (1976), 
and Truesdel and lones (1974). 

Figure 4a shows the evolution of both pH and saturation 
states, calculated for a hypothetical situation in which no nu
cleation of cerussite occurs, as a function of the amount of 
dissolved phosgenite in pure water. As can be observed, super
saturation with respect to cerussite increases dramatically as the 
amount of dissolved phosgenite increases. The pH increases 
from the initial value of 5.7 to a value around 7.5 and then 
decreases slowly to reach a value of 7.4, when the solution is 
saturated with respect to phosgenite (i.e, (3phosgeniLe = I when 
dissolved phosgenite = 347.6 JLmol/kg). At this point the 
solution is highly supersaturated for cerussite ({3cemssite = 

39.84) and clearly, under these conditions, phosgenite is a 
metastable phase. The saturation state for cerussite ({3cerussite = 

1) is reached when the amount of dissolved phosgenite is much 
lower (8.87 JLmollkg) corresponding to a pH of 6.8. 

Figure 4b shows a similar situation starting from an aqueous 
solution of 25 JLmollL of Na2C03. In this case the initial pH 
was 7.1. When the solution is saturated with respect to phos
genite (dissolved phosgenite = 338.2 JLmol/kg) the supersatu
ration with respect to cerussite is 41.71, and the pH is 7.4. 
Although Figures 4a and 4b have a similar appearance, the 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the supersaturation {3 of the solution with respect to both phosgenite and cerussite as a function of 
the amount of dissolved phosgenite. The pH evolution is given by the pH scale on the right: (a) dissolving solution: pure 
water, (b) dissolving solution: 25 fLmol/L Na2C03. 
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Fig. 5. Detail of the early stages of the evolution of the supersaturation {3 of the solution with respect to both phosgenite 
and cerussite as a function of the amount of dissolved phosgenite. The intersection of the dotted lines represents the amount 
of dissolved phosgenite at the saturation state ({3 = I) of the solution for cerussite: (a) dissolving solution: pure water, (b) 
dissolving solution: 25 p,mol/L Na2C03• 

main differences between them occur for low amounts of 
dissolved phosgenite. This is shown in Figures 5a and b which 
represent the saturation curves for cerussite and phosgenite on 
a larger scale. As can be observed, starting from an Na2C03-
free solution (Fig. 5a) the saturation state for cerussite is 
reached later (at 8.87 J.tmollkg dissolved phosgenite) than for a 
starting aqueous solution of 25 J.tmollL Na2C03 (Fig. 5b), 
when the amount of dissolved phosgenite is 1.56 J.tmollkg. 
Moreover the slope of the supersaturation curve {3cemss;te is 
higher in the latter case (and the curve convex up instead of 
down), which means that even if the dissolution rate was the 
same, the rate of change of supersaturation with time (i.e., the 
supersaturation rate) for cerussite is higher. 

For intermediate concentrations of Na2C03 in the initial 
solution the behaviour is also intermediate. Table 1 displays 
these values for the starting aqueous solutions used in the 
present experiments. As can be seen, the amount of dissolved 
phosgenite at which cerussite saturation is reached decreases as 
the concentration of NazC03 in the initial solution (and the 
initial pH) increases. At the same time, the cerussite supersat
uration rate increases with the initial Na2C03 content. This 
explains the dependence of the nucleation density of cerussite 
on the initial Na2C03 concentration in the aqueous solution. 
When nucleation occurs, as in the present experiments under a 
changing supersaturation, the rate of creation of supersaturation 
determines the value of the supersaturation threshold at the 
nucleation time (Putnis et al. 1995). A higher initial Na2C03 
concentration therefore results in a higher supersaturation 
threshold for nucleation. As the nucleation rate depends on this 
supersaturation threshold, the nucleation density increases with 
the initial Na2C03 concentration. 

5. DISCUSSION 

A number of features of this dissolution-precipitation reac
tion merit particular comment. First, the initial formation of 
cerussite happens after a period of increase in concentration of 
the solution sufficient for nucleation. Second, the nucleation 
rate of cerussite depends on the rate at which the supersatura
tion of the solution changes, and third, the rate of dissolution of 
phosgenite depends on the presence of the growing cerussite; in 
turn, increasing dissolution of phosgenite increases the rate of 
cerussite growth. Cerussite growth further undersaturates the 
solution with respect to phosgenite and maintains its continued 

dissolution. This type of feedback, where the product of a 
reaction favours its own production is termed autocatalysis 
(Prigogine, 1980; Flicker and Ross, 1974; Fisher and Lasaga, 
1981). Such reactions are also characterised by an induction 
period, as observed in our experiments. Autocatalysis has been 
widely recognised in industrial chemical reactions in which 
dissolution-precipitation takes place. The conditions required 
for autocatalysis and the mechanisms operating have been 
extensively described by Anderson et al ( 1998a, b). One of the 
typical autocatalytic processes that these authors describe in
volves a new phase growing on the surface of the parent and 
acting as a sink because it lies inside of the diffusion distance. 
This is clearly recognisable in our phosgenite-cerussite disso
lution-crystallisation AFM experiments. 

The deduction that the phosgenite--cerussite reaction has the 
hallmarks of autocatalysis has a number of important implica
tions which may also have general relevance to other dissolu
tion-precipitation reactions. Autocatalysis is a feature of so
called complex behaviour in which nonlinear kinetic behaviour 
leads to phenomena such as: (i) stationary nonequilibrium 
states where the concentrations of the reactants and products 
are constant while the system is far from equilibrium; and (ii) 
self-organisation and pattern formation (Nicolis, 1989). 

Although the phosgenite-cerussite dissolution-crystallisa
tion reaction can be considered as a very simple chemical 
process, the conditions for possible complex behaviour seem to 
be fulfilled. First, a permanent nonequilibrium state is ensured 
by the very low solubility of both phases, which ensures that 
growth and dissolution occur at high supersaturation levels. 
Second, it is probable that at least one of the rates is nonlinear 
as a consequence of the second or higher order of the growth 
and dissolution laws as a function of supersaturation and un
dersaturation, respectively (Fisher and Lasaga, 1981; Billing
ham and Coveney, 1993). 

Under the experimental conditions used in this work, we 
have observed a significant enhancement of the dissolution rate 
of phosgenite once cerussite has nucleated on its surface. Both 
the development of deep etch pits and the rapid removal of the 
phosgenite surface are difficult to explain in the case of a 
compound with such low solubility (Ksp = 10-19.81) if the 
simultaneous growth of cerussite is not considered. At some 
stage in this enhancement process a balance can be achieved 
between the rates of dissolution and rates of precipitation. For 



different experimental conditions, particularly for other initial 
parameters such as the pH of the solution, the N�C03 con
centration, or the phosgenite microtopography, different disso
lution-crystallization behaviour can be expected. Complex 
systems typically exhibit oscillatory reaction rates, catastrophic 
transformation, and other phenomena associated with "chemi
cal clock reactions" (Billingham and Coveney, 1993). However 
a detailed study of such possibilities is beyond the scope of this 
work. Examples of oscillatory phenomena arising from disso
lution-diffusion-crystallisation processes are illustrated in 
Fisher and Lasaga (1981). Nahon and Merino (1997) have also 
described situations where the rate of growth and rate of 
dissolution are equalized, but suggest that stress within a rock 
plays a major role. We experimentally confirm here that the 
mere presence of a product phase on the surface of a reactant 
can significantly modify the rate of dissolution by affecting the 
local diffusion gradients in the fluid in contact with both 
phases. Measurements of the overall rate of reaction for a 
process which involves dissolution and subsequent reprecipi
tation must take accOllllt of the spatial and temporal relations 
between the two reaction steps and the mechanisms which take 
place on a molecular scale. Atomic force microscopy can be a 
very suitable technique for the detection and evaluation of 
microscopic coupled autocatalytic reactions. 
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